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About Real Kids, Real Carers
This booklet is part of a continuing education resource for foster carers called Real Kids, Real Carers.

Real Kids, Real Carers contains 9 separate booklets covering topics of importance to foster carers.

The titles in the series
J Independence and connections: caring for adolescents
J I’m an individual: children and young people with disabilities 
J  Participation: creating opportunities for children and young people to contribute  

to decision-making
J Reality fostering: the impact of fostering on carers and their families
J Whose job is this? team work in foster care
J  Whose problem is this? managing and responding to challenging and difficult behaviour
J  Aboriginal history: the context of Aboriginal children and young people in care today
J  Preventing another stolen generation: keeping Aboriginal children and young people in 

care connected to their culture
J Maintaining culture: helping a child retain their cultural connections and identity

Using these booklets
Each booklet sets out a short (approx two-hour) education session. Experience has shown that 
foster carers are more able to access training that can be completed in a half day or evening.

The learning opportunities will be enhanced if sessions

 >  involve an experienced foster carer as part of the training team

 > include agency workers as participants.

These sessions provide an introduction to the topic under discussion, though follow-up 
sessions may be required to explore the topic in depth.

These sessions are designed for all carers, whether very experienced or currently in their first 
placement. Children of foster carers, particularly those who are older teenagers and young 
adults, will also benefit from participating in these education sessions. 

The sessions Aboriginal history and Preventing another stolen generation are specifically 
designed for non-Aboriginal carers who have, or may have in the future, the care of an 
Aboriginal child or young person.

Training resources
These booklets provide detailed guides to all activities, including handout material to be 
photocopied for participants. Handout material can be found at the back of each booklet.

The booklets include ‘scripts’ for trainers which are indicated by the use of the  
talking head icon.

Such scripts are not meant to be prescriptive, but provide input material that  
trainers can use and present in their own style. 



Session Information

Learning outcomes
At the conclusion of this module, participants should be able to:

 >  describe the influence of culture

 >  identify strategies to maintain a child’s culture

 >  discuss a range of strategies to assist a child deal with prejudice and 
discrimination.

Materials required in session
 >  whiteboard

 >  a workbook for each participant, made up of Handouts 1 - 10

 > an  evaluation form for each participant (see the example at the end of this booklet)

 >  resources for carers to borrow from your agency relevant to this topic (eg posters, 
books, DVDs, agency policy re maintenance of a child’s cultural identity etc).

Length of session
 > two hours minimum

Training should include opportunities for carers to informally exchange information and build 
their networks. Ideally training will include additional time allocated for a meal or coffee breaks.
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Session outline

Introduction (15 minutes)

 Activity

  Go around the group (if group members don’t already know each other) and have each  
person say

 >  his/her name

 >  a brief summary of their cultural background.

 Briefly introduce yourself

  Explain any necessary housekeeping details eg location of toilets, length of session, 
need to turn off mobile phones, arrangements for refreshments etc.

 Explain group rules

 Highlight the importance of

 >   maintaining confidentiality ie not discussing personal details about any child, young 
person or adult in a way that means that other people in the group could identify them

 >   respecting other people in the group by listening to their opinions, even if not the 
same as your own.

 Explain purpose of session

 Distribute workbooks.

  Go through Handout 1. Check with participants that the learning outcomes on the top 
of Handout 1 fit their expectations of the session.

 Activity

 Ask: Who here has cared for a child from a different culture than your own?

 Introducing the topic

“As far as possible, children are placed with a carer of the same cultural, linguistic 
or religious background. Sometimes, however, this is not possible and children can 
be placed with a carer from a different cultural background. 

Mixed-culture placements can be very rewarding for carers who have the opportunity 
to learn about and be involved in a new culture. Children and young people need this 
to happen so that they can develop and maintain a positive cultural identity. 

 During this workshop we will be discussing what identity is all about, and ways  
that carers can help a child develop confidence and pride in their own culture.”
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2. The culture iceberg (25 minutes) 

 Activity

 Draw an iceberg on the whiteboard. 

 Explain iceberg metaphor

   “Did you know that only an eighth of the iceberg is visible above the water, the rest 
is below?

  Culture is a bit like an iceberg. Some parts of it are very visible and can be seen, 
touched or heard. However, much of it is hidden until you have gone below the 
surface.”

 Brainstorm: what are some examples of very visible parts of your own culture? 

  (Answers may include: examples of the way to greet people, make hand gestures, choose 
clothing to be worn on particular occasions, food, holidays celebrated, religious events 
participated in. Make sure participants keep focused on examples from their own life not 
from other cultures.)

  Invite people to think of less visible parts of their culture, those below the surface, and 
give examples of their culture that may not be immediately obvious. You may need to 
prompt by getting the participants to think about areas of life such as:

  >   family roles, including the role of the extended family

  >   attitude to leisure

  >   importance of time

  >   attitudes to children, including their responsibilities and when they should  
be independent

  >   value of education 

  >   attitude to personal space 

  >   importance of personal property.

 Discussion

  Ask participants why it can sometimes be harder for a person who is part of the 
dominant culture to recognize the impact of their culture.

  (Possible answer: People of the dominant group may have less in-depth exposure to other 
cultures, so are unaware that their values and approaches are not common to everyone.  
This means that they may not recognize that if they had been raised in another culture,  
their actions may be quite different.) 

 Refer participants to Handout 2 for material on the features of culture. 

  Ask each participant to say one way in which their culture affects their actions.  
The examples of visible and invisible culture in the picture of the iceberg on Handout 2 
may help participants identify a way their culture affects their actions.
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3. The struggle for identity (5 minutes) 

 Discussion

  Get participants to look at the quotes on Handout 3, then ask for ideas of why Bev, 
Damian and Janice struggle with their identity. (Possible responses include the reality of 
being ‘caught” between two cultures is that it is very hard to be two things at once. People’s 
expectations are often based on how someone looks.)

 Explain

“All children in care who are separated from their birth families have to struggle 
with issues of identity and finding out where they ‘belong’. For children and young 
people in cross-cultural placements, cultural identity adds another element to an 
already complex picture. 

 It is not up to carers or anyone else to impose an ‘identity’ on a child or young 
person. Children need to have access to information and experiences so they can 
explore their own identity and to define it in a way that makes sense to them.”

4. Working out cultural needs (15 minutes) 

 Small group work

  Divide participants into small groups to read Henry and Min’s story on Handout 4, 
and answer the questions at the end of the story.

 Get feedback in the large group.

  Summarise the discussion by looking at the material on “Maintaining culture” on 
Handout 5. 

5. What happens if the child is not interested? (15 minutes) 

 Activity 

  In pairs, ask participants to identify cultural, social or leisure activities that your 
parents wanted you to get involved in when you were growing up, but you were not so 
keen on. Were there any that you did reluctantly but are now glad you do, or that you 
resisted but regret now?

  In the large group, share a few examples of things that participants now understand the 
significance of but didn’t recognise at the time.
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 Explain resistance to culture

  “For many reasons, children and young people resist being involved in attempts  
to assist them to maintain their culture. Let’s read Jasna’s story which is on 

Handout 6.”

 Activity

  Get participants in small groups to read Jasna’s story and discuss the questions at the 
end of the page.

 Responding to lack of interest or resistance

 Summarise the material on Handout 7.

  “There are lots of different reasons for a child to resist culturally connecting. 
Remind we have talked about our own experiences of their own experience of 
parents wanting them to be exposed to something that we resisted at that time but 
later appreciated. 

  The carer’s role is not to force an identity on a child. The carer’s role is to ensure 
the child or young person has opportunity to explore all aspects of their cultural 
heritage so they can develop and define their own identity.”

6. Dealing with prejudice and racism (25 minutes) 

 Group discussion 

  Ask participants: When we’re caring for children from another culture how may 
prejudice and racism be an issue?

 Activity

 Get people to look at the checklist on Handout 8.

  Read Henry’s story part 2 on Handout 9 and ask participants to note whenever June has 
put into practice one of the points from the checklist on the previous page of their workbooks.

 Ask participants what strategies June put into practice. 

7. Support needs (10 minutes) 

 Activity

  Brainstorm: List on the whiteboard suggestions from participants of the sources of 
information and support they could use if they had a child from another culture placed 
with them.

  Use the material on sources of support and information on Handout 10 and ensure 
points not raised in the brainstorm are covered. 
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8. Conclusion (5 minutes) 
 The demands and rewards of cross-cultural placements

  “The demands of cross-cultural placements are great but so are the rewards as you 
build up links with another culture.

  A carer who is sensitive to cross-cultural issues can have a significant role in 
helping a child or young person develop a strong sense of their own identity.”

 Activity

 Ask participants to say one thing that stood out to them from the workshop.

  Invite participants to complete the evaluation form. (See the example at the end of this 
booklet.)
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Handout 1

Learning outcomes of session
At the conclusion of this module, participants should be able to:

 >   describe the influence of culture

 >   identify strategies to maintain a child’s culture

 >   discuss a range of strategies to assist a child to deal with prejudice and 
discrimination.

Session Outline
 1. Introduction

 2.  The culture iceberg

 3.  The struggle for identity

 4.  Working out cultural needs

 5.  What happens if the child is not interested

 6.  Dealing with prejudice and racism

 7.  Support needs

 8.  Conclusion
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Handout 2

Features of culture: the iceberg metaphor
Only about one-eighth of an iceberg is visible above the water. The rest is below. Culture is very 
similar to an iceberg. It has some aspects that are visible ie can be seen, heard, touched and felt, 
and many others that can only be suspected, guessed or learned as understanding of the culture 
grows. Like an iceberg, the visible part of culture is only a small part of a much larger whole.

About culture

 >   Everybody has a culture.

 >   Culture is not always visible to us or others.

 >   Culture affects our behaviour and the way we see and understand the world.

 >   Culture is complex.

 >   If we are part of the dominant or mainstream culture, our culture and its impact 
can sometimes be masked or invisible to us.

 >   Carers need to understand both the obvious and not-so obvious aspects of a  
child’s culture. 

Culture iceberg
Greetings  

Music  
Celebration  

Holiday customs

Values and beliefs
Ways of parenting  

Attitudes about personal space/privacy  
Work ethic  

Beliefs about responsibilities of children and young people  
Concept of fairness  

Rules of polite behaviour  
Attitude towards age  

The role of family  
How you show affection to children or adults 

Gender roles  
Attitudes to marriage  

Nuclear and extended family roles  
Importance of time 

Religious beliefs 
Concept of beauty  

Concept of self
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Handout 3

Bev’s story
“It is terrifying being brought up in one culture when you really belong in another. You never seem 
to fit anywhere and never feel like you really belong.”

Bev, a Maori woman who was cared for by a Pakeha (white NZ) family.

Damian’s story
“Growing up in a white family with all the focus on my looks placed identity as my main focus 
in life. Who was I? I certainly could not identify as an Asian person. I grew up being very 
shy, reserved and living in a shell of my own. It gave me an image of myself that I couldn’t 
understand.”

Damian was born in Saigon and was adopted by an Australian couple when he was two and a half.

Janice’s story
“It has been very difficult for me to generate an identity that I feel comfortable or happy about…  
I still struggle to know who I am. I know I am Aboriginal and have experienced one of the lives 
that Aboriginal people experience, but some days I don’t feel Aboriginal at all, although I don’t  
feel like anything else either.”

Janice was born in a rural town and adopted into a white family.

These stories are extracts from Armstrong, S and Slaytor, P The Colour of Difference, Federation Press, 
Sydney 2001
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Handout 4 

Henry and Min’s story 
Henry, aged nine, and Min, aged three, have been placed in June’s care. 

This is a short-term placement and it is hoped that the children will return to their mother’s 
care. Henry and Min’s parents are migrants from China. Their mother has recently been 
diagnosed with a serious illness requiring regular hospitalisation. The children’s father 
returned to Asia a year ago to sort out family affairs after his father’s death. However, it 
appears he may have left his family permanently, as he has not made contact with his  
wife for several months. 

The children can speak English, and Min is at pre-school. Their mother has very limited English.

When June accepted the placement, she went to the library to get a book about the area of 
China where Henry and Min’s parents come from. She also went with an agency worker and a 
translator to visit the children’s mother. She asked her about the food they eat, what name she 
would like the children to call her, their usual routine and if there are any special religious or 
other activities she wants them to do.

June looks out for any resources and activities, such as books, pictures and festivals, that 
reflect Henry and Min’s family origins. She gets the children to teach her words for some 
everyday objects and tries to use them regularly. June realises that she cannot reproduce the 
same parenting experience they would have received if their mother was not unwell, but  
she does all she can to make sure the children are conscious of and feel proud of their  
cultural heritage.

Questions to consider

  What did June do that indicated that she was concerned to maintain cultural identity for 
Henry and Min?

  If June had not done these things, what impact could that have had long-term on Henry 
and Min?
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Handout 5

Maintaining culture
Carers involved in a cross-cultural placement are not expected to know everything about a child’s 
culture. However, the following strategies provide ways of supporting children in such placements.

Establish regular contact with people of other cultural backgrounds and encourage 
contact for the child: exposure to people from their cultural background will provide cultural 
expertise and support the carer’s other strategies.

Learn about the child/young person’s cultural, linguistic, religious background and 
cultural community: carers have an opportunity to learn about other cultures, which aids 
them to support the child’s cultural maintenance. It can also be enriching.

Talk with and discuss information about the child/young person’s family history, and 
cultural and religious heritage: this is very important for children in care who, through going into 
care, lose the ‘sources’ of their cultural identity ie parents, extended family, cultural communities.

Place the child in schools with diverse students/teacher: this can assist the child to not 
feel like the ‘odd one out’, gives them access to role models from their cultural background  
and affirms our multicultural society.

Purchase books, toys and other entertainment material: provides a source of cultural 
information and role models.

Include traditions and celebrations in your lives: keeps the child connected to their 
cultural community and gives a sense of belonging.

Opportunities for the child (and the carer’s family) to learn their birth language: 
language strongly informs cultural identity and also enables the child or young people to 
communicate and stay connected to the cultural community and birth family. Community 
language classes are just one way of doing this.

Seek services and supports in the community: there may be ethnic specific services that 
can provide specialised care or service providers that specialise in migrant and refugee issues.

Involve religious leaders in the life of the child: where the carer’s family is not familiar 
with the child’s religion, it will be important to involve people who can provide guidance.  
Make contact with the relevant church, temple or mosque in your area.

Recognise and support the role of birth parents and families: while birth families may 
not be able to provide an ongoing safe environment for the child at the moment, there is still a 
significant role they may be able to play in cultural maintenance, whether it be direct contact 
with the child or indirectly through consultation with the carer or caseworker.
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Handout 6

Jasna’s story 
Liz and Rick are Jasna’s foster parents.

When Jasna was younger, she really enjoyed finding out about her birth mother’s country of 
birth and where other family members still live. She did a project about it at primary school 
that her carers, Liz and Rick, helped her research. She also spent time a lot of time with her 
birth mother, Elzina, gathering information. She was very proud of the finished project and 
displayed it on her bookshelf with a flag and other objects from that country.

As a child, she always enjoyed barracking for her birth families’ nation when it was involved 
in sporting events. She sang to their national anthem in medal presentations in the Olympics.

Recently, however, Jasna has shown much less enthusiasm about being identified with her 
birth mother’s country. Rick and Liz were able to get tickets to a tennis tournament featuring a 
team from that country, but Jasna did not want to go. She particularly focused on the fact that 
the event would be televised and she may be shown in a crowd scene that could be seen by her 
people from her school. Jasna was really angry that they had bought the tickets without asking 
her, and said, ‘You can’t make me go, people might think I’m not an Aussie. You don’t know 
what they call kids who come from other countries.’ 

Liz and Rick told Jasna she didn’t have to go and they could give the tickets away. The next 
morning, as Liz was emptying the rubbish bin, she found Jasna’s old school project and other 
objects given to her by Elzina from her home country, including two beautiful dolls dressed in 
national costume.

Questions to consider:

  What could some of the reasons be for Jasna throwing away momentos from her birth 
mother’s country?

  What could Liz and Rick do to respect Jasna’s choices but not cut off the possibilities of 
Jasna connecting to her cultural heritage?



Handout 7

Resistance to connecting to  
cultural heritage

What may be some of the reasons for a child to resist connecting?

>  Wanting to belong and not stand out as different.

>  Wanting to please carers.

>  Not wanting to cause a fuss for carers.

>  Ashamed of their cultural background.

>  Feeling like they want to start a new life and have a break from the past.

>  Have not had a positive experience of their culture.

>  Angry at birth parents and can’t separate them from culture.

How can carers respond?

>  Listen to them and explore why they feel that way.

>  Keep the ‘door open’ for them in case they change their mind.

>   Provide them with opportunities for positive experience of their culture and other cultures.

>  Seek out positive role models from the child or young person’s cultural background.
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Handout 8

Responding to prejudice
  Acknowledge the existence of prejudice, racism and discrimination: Responses that 

negate the child’s experience are not helpful, eg ‘I think you may be imagining it’/’I can’t 
imagine X saying that.’

  Understand the impact of discrimination: discrimination occurs because people have 
generalised a negative belief to a group of people and then act out of that belief in a way 
that discriminates. If a child or young person is experiencing discrimination they may 
start to take on the negative beliefs that others hold and this will negatively impact their 
self esteem and identity development.

  Help the child deal with it through open discussion: be willing to talk to the child or 
young person about race, discrimination and racism. Discuss the issue generally with 
the child or young person (in an age-appropriate way), and be willing to talk with the 
child as particular issues or incidences occur. Let the child know it is not about them but 
the ignorance of the person who is doing the discriminating. Speak with the child about 
possible ways of responding.

  Help the child understand it is not their fault: explain that prejudice is based on people 
making negative judgements about a group of people based on limited experience and 
ignorance. Affirm the child and explain that the prejudiced person is not seeing them as 
an individual and does not know them.

  Validate their feelings: it is important that the child or young person is not made to feel 
bad about any feelings of anger, sadness etc. These are normal responses to prejudice. 
Encourage the child to talk about their feelings.

  Don’t tolerate prejudiced remarks about any group or people: A child or young 
person will observe how you respond to these remarks, and if they see you respond 
and challenge the remark, they will be confident of your support if they are ever 
discriminated against.

  Be aware of the attitudes of friends and extended family members: challenge negative 
attitudes and behaviours, and educate family and friends. Take steps to protect the child 
or young person from exposure to negative attitudes from friends and family. Most 
people will respond to a request to do what is best for the child – so a useful approach 
can be: ‘You know that when you say X, it is hurtful to Y don’t you? I don’t want you to 
do it again please.’

  Teach the child strategies for dealing with discrimination: talk with child about the 
different ways of responding to discrimination. Different responses will be needed, 
ie sometimes it may be safer to ignore and walk away, and other times it may be an 
opportunity to respond and educate. A simple technique is to brainstorm with the child 
or young person what would be effective responses in certain scenarios. For example, if 
you are questioned about why you are living with a family that is different to you, how 
might you respond?
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  Seek guidance from others who have a personal understanding of discrimination, 
particularly people from the child’s cultural community: carers cannot be expected to 
have all the answers. Sometimes the child will need guidance from others who have 
experienced similar discrimination. This is where contacts with individuals, groups or 
organisations from the child’s cultural background come in handy.

  Obtain support: eg if discrimination is occurring at school, speak with the teachers, 
principals, counsellors etc.

  Encourage and help the child to develop pride in their appearance and culture: be open 
to the child’s culture and encourage them to take pride in it. Also providing positive 
role models and diverse experiences of school, community and home environment can 
build pride in their appearance, culture, heritage, languages and background. This is 
where strategies for cultural connections are so important to build a child’s resilience to 
prejudice and racism. 



Handout 9

Henry’s story (part 2)
One day Henry, nine, tells his carer that some of the kids in the playground have been 
laughing at him for being Chinese. He said he doesn’t want to go back to school because they 
make fun of the way he looks and leave him out of games. 

June, Henry’s carer, talks to him about what happened and how he feels.

Henry says that they make faces by pulling their eyes up to look ‘Chinese’. One of his classmates 
hid a kite Henry had brought in for a school project about games and said he should have 
brought in a football instead. Henry says it made him feel sad and his tummy hurt. 

June says sometimes kids do mean things because they don’t understand how hurtful it can be. 
She adds that the boy who hid his kite may not understand the sorts of games Chinese people 
play with kites.

June assures Henry that people should not be laughed at because they look different or like 
different things. She says she likes Henry very much just the way he is and that other people 
should do too.

June goes with Henry to a meeting with his teacher to discuss some ideas about how to stop 
the behaviour that is hurtful to Henry.

Question to consider:

  What are the things June has done to respond to the prejudice Henry has experienced?
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Handout 10

Support and information for carers  
in cross-cultural placements
The child or young person: they are well placed to advise on their needs and also what 
support or services they may already be accessing. 

Child’s caseworker and your carer support caseworker: caseworkers have access to 
information about services available in the area and may also be able to assist by accessing 
financial support for fulfilling cultural maintenance strategies. Their role in case management 
also means they well placed to understand the child’s needs.

Birth parents and families: they can assist you to identify and meet the child’s cultural 
needs. They are a critical link between the child and their heritage.

Migrant welfare services and ethnic community associations and clubs: these can be 
used to link the child to cultural activities and groups and the child’s community. They also 
provide formal services that may be culturally appropriate.

Religious organisations eg churches, mosques, temples: these can be used to link the child to 
religious guidance and activities. They can also guide the carer on aspects of the child’s faith.

Services for children with refugee needs: children from a refugee background have specific 
needs related to their torture and trauma experiences. Services such as STARTTS can provide 
group work and counselling.

Interpreters: this is important when there is a language difference.

Libraries and the internet: these can be used for finding cultural information.
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Evaluation Form
Workshop topic .................................................................................................................................................

1. Overall, how would you rate the workshop?

 (circle the number that best matches your rating)

 1              2              3              4              5              6

2. What was most useful part of the workshop for you?

  ....................................................................................................................................................................

3.  What was least useful?

  ....................................................................................................................................................................

  ....................................................................................................................................................................

  ....................................................................................................................................................................

4.  What will you do differently as a result of this workshop?

  ....................................................................................................................................................................

  ....................................................................................................................................................................

  ....................................................................................................................................................................

5.  Would you recommend this workshop to other carers? (tick one)

   Yes        No

 Why?

  ....................................................................................................................................................................

  ....................................................................................................................................................................

  ....................................................................................................................................................................
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Poor Excellent


